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A view of how Finance
Sector evolves over
journey to 2050



Transition in financial services: emissions over time (2023 – 2030)

Climate risk management is
genuinely embedded at most
FIs, and mandatory transition
plans are used by the industry
to appraise risk with
increasing sophistication.

Technologies currently
going through R&D
processes emerge, are
considered safe, and first-
time financing commences
(e.g. hydrogen aeroplanes,
ammonia ships, etc.).

Easier-to-abate industries complete
decarbonization transitions, and with it,
have access to the broadest pools of
liquidity.

First waves of
greenwashing
redress
commence.

As conflicts between
topics such as
decarbonization and
energy security have
played out, the
“supporting all through
transition” strategy
starts to become more
nuanced, with
investors, finance
providers and risk
carriers starting to
screen out players
and sub-sectors
beyond the
immediately obvious
(e.g. fossil fuels).



Transition in financial services: emissions over time (2030 – 2050)

Decarbonization is
complete, and carbon
topics cease to become
part of balance sheet
management, rather a
threshold requirement at
origination.

Valuation
differences for
those with different
approaches to
decarbonization
start to close
(except for those
operating at the
extremes).

Removal of liquidity
(at any price) for
those clearly behind
the generally accepted
transition pathway
and for legacy assets.

Industry investing in non-
core loans, investments
and real assets (that
don’t meet
decarbonization
requirements of
mainstream FIs) reaches
peak liquidity.

Those who have deployed
active balance sheet
management since 2025
(using all four areas of the
quadrant actively) start to
demonstrably trade a
premium valuation.

Wind-down financing and insurance for legacy
assets starts to get mothballed (e.g. financing
of planes and ships built in 2022).



Top down view of
sectors and their
Proximity to transition



Constructing a vision for client sector transition pathways



EY view on sectoral proximity to transition

Sector

1 Automotive

2 Agriculture

3 Energy

4 Aviation

5 Health Science and
Wellness

6 Advanced Manufacturing

7 Consumer Manufacturing

8 Shipping

9 Metal/Concrete Manuf.

10 Infrastructure



Positioning to support clients at respective stages

Maintain and grow The sector’s transition is near, clear and already underway. FIs have an imminent opportunity
to finance, invest in or de-risk ongoing transition activities.

Risk manage and reimagine
The transition is urgent, but challenging or complex. FIs should engage closely with the
sector, encouraging laggards and managing risks while financing more advanced players or
initiatives.

Long-term innovation partner

Transition pathways are relatively clear but will take time to implement. FIs should begin
delivering the long-term finance, investment and risk management the industry needs to
establish a robust transition pathway. This is likely to require scaled-up or entirely new
financial solutions.

Stay close and support

The transition journey remains unclear and will take time to emerge. FIs should maintain a
watching brief as clarity gradually improves, monitoring industry developments and
preparing innovative solutions that can be applied when opportunities to finance, risk
manage or divest arise..



An example of Sectoral
transition and the
pacing for Finance



Transition pathway for Shipping

11 SF Future of the Industries
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2022 205020402028 20302025

2023

Major shipping
operator funds
new program
to retrofit
European
short haul

2024

European
shipping operator
continue to roll
out retrofit

2025

Early breakthrough
made in ammonia
fueling for long
haul shipping

2026

Environmental
activists increase the
number of attacks
against ships

2028

Paralysis point and
global supply chain
crisis due to
alternative fueling
does not deliver on
its promises.
New ships can’t be
built and would
neither be financed
nor insured

2029

Strong R&D incentives enables Scottish
shipping builder to implement first
production of alternative fuel ship 2034

A major shipping operator successfully
completely moved to retrofit and own
their first alternative fuel powered
ships

2042

Scrappage of
traditional ships
accelerates. Level of
waste from
accelerated scrapping
raises tension

2030

First ammonia fueled
ship operates

2039

Alternative fuel ships
become the norm.
Consequently,
retrofits stop

2048

Widespread
adoption of 3D
printing impacts
volumes of
shipping routes.

2050

Last Sulphur
ship sails its
final voyage

1. Change of use 2.
Retrofits

3. New technologies 4. Offsetting
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Financial sector considerations to support the transition

12 SF Future of the Industries
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2022 205020402028 20302025

2023

Delivery of
industry specific
training to RMs,
risk managers,
etc.).

2024

Segment, apply
scenarios to
understand long
term exposure,
set risk appetite

2025

Understand trade off
between short/mid
term cash flow on R&D
versus the necessity of
it for longer term
relevance

2026

Identify actors in the
industry ecosystem and
find a way to participate

2028

Structures to
support R&D
designed and
deployed

2029

New products enabling / de-risking
retrofit and new build projects – focused
on supplier issues, timeline slippage

2034

Sustainability linked loans issues /
bonds provided and linked to: the mix
of vessels in the fleet and how that
shifts from traditional to retrofitted to
alternative fuel; the approach taken
towards recycling / decommissioning

2042

Investors able to differentiate
success/failure based on
transition progress

2030

Retrofit financing
established as a
“product” – potential
as a green bond with
a specific use of
proceeds around the
retrofit 2039

ESG funds start to focus
more on ‘improvement’
rather than delivering ESG
disclosure and as a result
ship builders and operators
struggle to be included in
fund strategies

2048

New products focused
on protecting against
decommissioning
liabilities

2050

Investor boycotts
non carbon
neutral projects

1. Change of
use

2.
Retrofits

3. New technologies 4. Offsetting
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